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in sub1·ects equivalent to Gra- u or IS reqwre m urrey to Instructors are require in de 12 constants . The student teach Grade 7 English ; partie- STUDENTS I NTERESTEIJ come in late afternoons and do Delta for January '79 classes 
will make travel arrangemen- ularly spelling and compre- IN THE JOBS LISTED BE- light housekeeping, in White in the below areas : 
hension . LOW CAN CALL CATHY Rock. Gym and Fitness , Trampoline, ts~ation : Port Coquitlam Hours : Once a week; TBA SCHWEERS AT STUDENT Hours : Approx . 3:00 - 5:00 Jazz, Crafts , Carpentry, Thea-
Wages : $5 .00/hour PLACEMENT ON THE NEW p.m., Monday to Friday TRE . 
Hours : T.B.A. WESTMINSTER CAMPUS Wages : $3 .50 - $4.00 per hour H T B Wages : $5,00 per hour NEWSPAPER REPORTER AT 521_4851 LOCAL 269. ours : · .A. TUTOR TRAINING PROGRAM JUNIOR ACCOUNTING Wages : $4.64 and up. d h MARKET RESEARCH INT-A tutor is rei qubire todteac12 Learning and·practising repor- ERVIEWERS CLERK ACTIVITY WORKER (temp-
math and age ra gra e ting skills in an electronic d A graduate from the Account- orary) 
I II k I Stu ents are required for door leve . Wi ma e trave arran- newsroom under tutelage and ing program is required to 1 1 k 11 
· ~to door interviewing . Inter- He p promote socia s i s 
gement . constructive criticism. Stud- views specifically deal with work in a · small office in development, group interac-
Qualifications: First year ents will be evaluated for consumer oriented products. Richmond . Your duties inclu- tion, hand-eye coordination, 
math possible full-time and/or fut- Must be confident and sales de all phases of Accounting encourage interest in crafts as 
Location : Burnaby ure summer employment. oriented . Car would be an (accounts receivable/ payable hobbies, and develop inter-
Hours : Monday thru Friday- Qualifications : A letter of asset. - Import/ Export) · est in appearance and person-
TWBA . $5 OO/h application which includes the Wages : $3.85 per hour plus Hours : Monday thru Friday - al hygiene. 
ages . · our following · mileage 8 to 4:30 Qualification : certificate in ~~Tt?fent is required to tutor - perso~a·l data SALESPERSONS Wages : Neg . $800 to $1200 childcare or equivalent 
in Grade 9 Math and Grade 10 -educatiOnal back~round Two students are required to STUDENT ASSIST ANT Hours : Monday thru Friday -
English in Delta . Prefer a - past work. ex~enence do door-to-door sales of fin- 8:30 to 4:10 
. mature student. - career obJeCtives . ' ished art prints . A car is A student assistant is required Wages : $1095/ month 
. h - any examples of publlsned required . · to provide relief for regular 
Hours : 1 ~o 2 mg ts per week material may be included. Location : Richmond (would clerk-typist. Duties will inclu-
-days flex1ble . ld h . · d pt· ·st d cle · 1 Junior Accounting Clerk Applicants shou ave mqw- be covering the lower main- d~ti~~~e IOnl an nca INSTRUCTORS 
A graduate from the Account- rin·g· minds and .have. the land) Location : Richmond 
ing program is required to ab1llty to co!llmunrcate m a Wages : Commission 
Instructors are required in 
Delta for · January '79 classes 
in the below areas : 
work in a small office. Duties clear and log1cal manner. Hours : T.B.A. ~~~:~ : T$f~ · per hour 
include all phases of Account- Location : A!berta, Edmo,nton VOLUNTEER WORK 
1. Gym and Fitness 
2. Trampoline 
ing (accounts receivable/pay- Hours : Apnl thru Sept. 79 A volunteer worker is required 
able- Import/Export) PART-TIME INSTRU~TORS to work with older (Grade 6 & 
Qualifications : Accounting Instructors are requlr~d for 7) children with reading prob-
graduate January '7~ classes m the lems on a one to one basis . 
Location : Richmond belo~ areas . must be reliable . 
Hours : Monday thru Friday- 1. Tiny Tot Tag an.d Tumble Location : Surrey 
8 to 4·30 2. Trampolme Hours : Monday - Thursday , 
Wage~ : Neg . $800 to $1200 3. Men ' s ~aske~ball 10:45 - 12 noon 
B b 'tt 4 . GymnastiC Assistant Q. ualifications; patience and a ys1 ~r .. . · 5. Karate 
A babysrtter 1s requrred to be 6 C t ' C ft cooking ability 
'bl f • 2 5 and 8 · rea lve ra s Location : Surrey 
respons1 e or a ' . 7. Disco Dancing h 
Year old Job also rncludes 8 K' d d Wages : $1 .00/ r . 
. · . m er ance H E · 3 30 prepanng supper . 9 . Ballet (basic) ours : venrngs : : -11 :30 11;30 - 7:30 TUTOR . . QualificationsD Must have 
A student rs requrred to tutor skills in specific areas listed TUTOR 
a student in Grade 12 English. and would prefer previous A student is required to tutor 
No experience necessary. experience . in Grade 9, primarily Socials 
Location N. Delta Location : Surrey and English . 
Hours : Evenings - 8:30 - 10 Wages : $4_50 to $9/hr . Location : South Vancouver 
p .m . Hours :( Once to three times a Hours : T.B.A. 
Wages : $5.00 per hour week from 1 to 3 hours Wages : $5 .00 per hour 
3. Jazz 




Students are required for on 
call inventory work. •. Prefer 
students with own transporta-
t ion and some knowledge of 
inventory . Must _have legible Wages : $4.64 and up . 
writing . PART-TIME PRESCHOOL 
Location : Lower Mainland INSTRUCTORS 
Hours : Variable Preschool Instructors are req-
Wages : $3 .50 uired in Coquitlam for music 
STUDENT AS?ISTA~CE . . and cookir.g . School age 
A Student Ass1stant IS reqwr-- Instructors are required for 
ed to compile an index of the Arts and >:rafts . 
contents of ~ast issues of Wages : $5 .78 per hour 
college magazmes . lnstruc- Hours · Flexible / 
tion in indexing will be given . · 
Hours : TBA TELLERS AND COUNTER 
Wages : $3 .00/hour OFFICERS 
Qualifications : Prefer a journ- Five to six positions available 
alism or Literature student . in New Westminster for ex-
SALESPERSON · pert tellers and counter offi-
Salespersons are required in cers . Counter officers sell 
Vancouver to work within a traveller cheques and drafts, "' 
furniture showroom . Must and handle customer enquir-
enjoy helping people . Duties ies . Must be experienced 
would include selling and tellers . 
renting furniture . Hours : Friday- 4:30 to 8:30 
Hours : Wednesdays to Sun-- Saturday - 8:30 to 3:30 
days - Hours flexible Starting $4. 75/ hour 
Wage~ : . $3 . .50 per hour plus OSil' ION 
comm1ss1on FULL-TIME P 
SECRETARY 
A part-time .secretary is req-
uired to type, answer phones 
and do general office proce-
dures in Burnaby. No exper-
ience necessary . 
Hours Wednesday to Friday -
6 p.m. - 9 p .m. 
Saturdays - Noon - 9 p.m. 
Wages : $3.10 per hour 
MARKETING M/.NAGE-
MENT TRAINEES 
A full -time position is avail -
able for students who have 
some general training in busi-
ness related subjects prefer-
ably Marketing and/ or Finan-
ce . Must be mature and able 
to communicate well and pre-
pared to work hard . Training 
will be provided . 
Location : Vancouver 
Hours : T.B.A. 
Wages : Starting salary $900 
per month plus incentives 
A graduate from the Architec-
tural / Structural Drafting Pro-
gram is required to work .i n 
Langley with two arch itects to 
ass ist with writing the specs 
up . Because this job is funded 
under a special grant, candita-
candida-
tes must be between the ages 
of 15 - 24, have little job 
experience and be able to 
type. 
Wages : $6.00 per hour 
SALESPERSONS 
You must be enthusiastic and 
friendly in order .to make a lot 
of money, you will have to 
work. You will be your own 
boss and only you will pick 
what hours you work. You 
could earn 28-40% commis-
sion on your retail sales . 
Training will be provided . 
Location : Lower Mainland 
Hours : Variable 
Wages : Commission 
1972 green Pontiac Catalina 
radio, automatic, new rubber 
good condition 
the perfect X-mas gift 
phone,574-7686 asking $2,300 
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BCSF referendum date set •• agatn 
By Nancy McRitchie BCSF and NUS reps showed 
The debate regarding the concern about the energy it 
upcoming B.C. Student Federa- . . 
tion and National Union of would take them to campatgn m 
Students referendum was ext- a refer_endum. "If energy has 
ensive at last nights student to go mto a referendum then 
council meeting. tha~ energy cannot be used 
Student council voted this ~ga~nst. cutback~ . Jf all the 
month to hold a referendum to mstttuuons dectded to hold 
determine whether or not stud- referendu~s w_e wouldn ' t g~t 
ents at Douglas will continue to anywhere • satd Sherry_ Konm-
belong to the provincial and sberg, NUS representative. 
national student organizations. Tom Styffe said his concern 
The referendum has now been was Douglas students might 
moved back to January· 30, 31 agree with the actions of BCSF 
and February 1st because of and NUS, for example the 
constitutional requirements. abolition of all financial barriers 
Rob Lauer, NUS treasurer, to education . He suggested 
questioned council why they that the new BCSF executive 
were running a referendum. was just a front for the old 
Bob Tinkess answered , "the executive . 
reason we ' re having this is not Doherty answer'ed , saying 
from any bias about the organi- the new executive probably 
zation. We simply want to takes strong exception to being 
reaffirm the students' desire to called puppets , and that there 
belong. ' ' is naturally a transition stage 
Surrey chairperson Frank Gi- where they must draw on the 
!bert said, "We (Surrey) don't expertise of others. 
think there needs to be any Doherty said, ''the direction 
more student bureaucrasies . of BCSF does not come out of 
Our opposition is economic ." an office. It is established by 
"If it's a question of money, students, delegates at confer-
then consider that these organi- ences. 
zations are working to keep 
tuition down, fight cutbacks 
and improve student financial 
aid," saidJohn Doherty, BCSF 
s taffperson. 
BCSF and NUS can also offer 
help if there are problems at the 
campus level, he said, and 
there are intangibles like the 
exchange of information and 
ideas that takes place all the 
time. It cost 50 cents per 
student per semester to belong 
to these organizations. 
Council members said becau-
se the referendum to join these 
organizations took place three 
years ago, and most those 
students are no longer at the 
college, it is necessary to 
reaffirm the students desire to 
belong to these organizations. 
Rob Lauer said that a refer-
endum appears to be a very 
ineffective way to determine 
whether students want to belo-
ng. He suggested that an AGM 
would be more appropriate to 
determine the feeling of the 
students. 
''You may not believe it but 
students appreciate the organi-
zations fighting issues such · as 
student aid, cutbacks and tuiti-
on mcreases. 
''Students demonstrated 
their support last year w_ith 
their feet . 25,000 students 
marched agains provincial leg-
islatures across the country, '' 
he said. 
Frank Gilbert questioned the 
legality of Douglas paying 
BCSF and NUS fees is they lose 
the referendum. According to 
the NUS constitution the fees 
must be paid for the full year if 
notice is not given by October 
15 . It was not known about 
BCSF. 
While Doherty agreed BCSF 
probably would not sue for the 
money if council withheld it, 
certainly there is a moral oblig-
ation to pay it. Since the money 
will already have been collected 
from the students for BCSF, it 
belongs to BCSF and not the 
student council. 
Ontario supPQrt staff strike ? 
OTI A W A (CUP) -- A support 
staff strike at Ontario's 22 
community colleges became 
more and more likely Nov. 16 as 
the staff overwhelmingly reject-
ed the province's latest contract 
offer. 
In a record 95% turnout, staff 
voted 3 514 to 117 against the 
offer, which included a salary 
increase of 2.8% retroactive to 
Sept. 1 and an additional 4% 
effective April 1. 
The union, without a contract 
since Aug. 1, was requesting an 
8% increase effective Jan. 1 
and a 6% increase in fringe 
benefits . 
Now that the offer has been 
rejected, a strike could come as 
early as December. 
Now that the offer has been 
rejected, a strike could come as 
early as December. 
According to Gerry Griffin of 
the Ontario Public Service Em-
ployees Union (OPSEU), the 
union representing the staff, "a 
strike vote could be arranged 
for ~~e first few days in Decem-
ber . 
"If we vote to strike at that 
meeti.~g, we could be out in five 
days .. 
Griffin said there had been 
no ''hard and fast'' decision to 
take a strike vote but "the 
recent rejection indicates it will 
probably happen" . He was· 
referring to a meeting Oct. 1 
where the OPSEU membership 
had unanimously rejected the 
·province's previous offer. 
According to Bev Allen, pres-
ident of the Algonquin College 
local, the union will now take 
the dispute to mediation. If 
that is not successful, ~he said, 
"we'll either seek binding arbi-
tration or go to a strike vote''. 
If a strike vote is called, each 
college group will receive one 
vote. A simple majority is all 
that is needed to force a 
complete Ontario-wide strike . 
About60% of0ntario's4,000 
college support staff are fema-
le. More than half earn less 
than $217 a week. 
BCSF staffers Sherry Konnisberg, John running dogs and lackey hyenas .:fhey tried to 
Doherty and Rob Laur defend their organiza- convince certain uniformed DCSS members 
tion against ch(lrges that they are imperialist that those allegations are not true . 
Students demand seat on negotiations 
.. 
BY Keith Baldrey 
Douglas College students are 
demanding a seat on the sup-
port staff contract negotiations 
currently underway with col-
lege council. 
Student society president 
Tom Styffe last week sent a 
letter to college council, princi-
pal George Wootten, and staff 
representatives asking for ' 'stu-
dent input'' into the contract 
negotiations. 
The staff- represented by the 
200 - member Local 62 of the 
B.C. Government Employees 
Union - have . been without a 
contract since Oct. 31. 
Although there has not yet 
been any indication of problems 
in the negotiations , Styffe said 
he is worried that there will be 
difficulties. 
'T m expecting the worse," 
he said . 'Tm hoping that no 
disputes will ex is:: , but it's 
happened at three other B.C. 
colleges.'' Cariboo College 
was shut down for three weeks Nov. 29 . 
earlier this semester and Sel- Ruskin said he isn't sure why 
kirk College is entering its the students want a voice in the 
fourth week of being closed . In negouauons . "It's not the 
both colleges, the support staff usual labor practice. I don't see 
there voted to strike. where they are involved," he 
Capitano College last week said. 
narrowly averted a strike by its • 'It's not normal to have a 
faculty. third party involved. It's hard 
"Because of the students, enough to agree with two 
the college council , administra- parties, and it's unclear of what 
tion, support staff and faculty benefit the third party would 
all have jobs," said Styffe. " In be." · 
~:1at respect students are indir- Ruskin also said, however, 
ectly their employer. For that that the staff is affected by the 
reason we would be able to students and would keep the 
provide input into negotia- students' interests in mind 
tions ." h . . 
Neither college council or w en negouaung. 
local 62 have taken a position "If negotiations ever broke' 
regarding the students '. requ- down, we would be under 
est. obligation to explain to the 
" We haven ' t given an opin- students ," he said. " We have 
ion yet , '' said local 62 president to justify o~;r position.'' 
Mike Ruskin. He said the staff College council decided at a 
have not had time to take an special closed· meeting last 
official stand , but said they week to obtain local 62 's opin-
would discuss . the stude~ts' ion before taking an official 
proposal at thetr next meetmg position on th<:' issue. 
Bus passes not moving 
By Keith Baldrey 
Bus passes have not sold well 
at Douglas College this semes-
ter. Only 63 passes have been 
sold to students. The student 
society had ordered 3000 passes 
initially, . with hopes of selling 
many of them. 
Vice-president external Walt 
Van der Kamp agreed that they 
did not sell well , and had some 
reasons for the unexpected low 
sales . 
''The passes were probably 
not advertised enough and were 
not acessible," he said. "Stud-
ents had problems getting cash 
together in one lump sum." 
The passes sold for $46 and 
were good for unlimited travel 
on B.C. Hydro buses from 
mid-October until Dec. 31. 
Van der Kamp expects the 
-sales to be much higher next 
semester, due partly to an 
~ncreased advertising campa-
tgn. 
"We're going to advertise in 
the student handbook and sell 
them during registration," he 
said. Van -der Kamp expects the student services division o( 
most of the sales to occur the college would probably help 
during registration. fund the cost of making the bus 
According to Vander Kamp, passes . 
B.C. Hydro will help in the Although Hydro will not low-
advertising campaign. ''The- er the cost of the passes, they 
y're going to help out in the are considering a two month or 
advertising by putting ads in one month pass for vocational 
buses." students or students in mini-
Van der Kamp also said that courses. 
Strike averted 
NORTH VANCOUVER (CUP) 
-The Capitano College Adminis-
tration and faculty have signed 
a tentative contract which nar-
rowly averted an early Christ-
mas holiday for the 3,000 
students. 
Wanda Tilley, spokesperson· 
for the Capitano College Facul-
ty Association, said the contract 
offer terms were accepted by 
the faculty at a meeting Nov. 
14. A formal vote will be held 
next week. 
She said the terms were 
satisfactory although not quite 
what they had wanted. 
Tn the main issue of equal pay 
for temporary instructors, the 
contract offers regular pay for 
part-time and temporary instr-
uctors after they have taught 16 
sections which is the equivalent 
of two full-time years. 
The two year contract offers a 
four per cent wage increase in 
the first year and one per cent 
less than the sum still to be 
arbitrated for the North Vanco-
ver Teachers Association. 
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ASCW proposes amendment 
VANCOUVER (CUP) -- The 
Federal Advisory Council on 
the Status ofWomen (ACSW) is 
looking to protect the rights of 
children by proposing an amen-
dment to the criminal code what 
would allow husbands and wi-
ves to testify against each 
other. 
According to council member 
Dorothy Holme, the amend-. 
ment would protect children 
from cases of sexual or physical 
abuse. 
ln the past, she said, incid-
ents of abuse went unreported 
when they first occurred and 
could thus continue over a long 
period of time and increase 
family problems. 
''In the past they (parents) 
have been afraid to testify 
again~t one another," she said . 
''Then the family siruation gets 
worse .'' But if · the wife, for 
example, is forced to testify 
against her husband, then the 
problem is out in the open. The 
parents can then go and get 
help," she said. 
Holm~said the new legisla-
tion would better protect child-
ren by putting equal responsi-
bility on both parents to look 
out for the welfare of their 
children . 
for children 
oners have been abused in the 
home, " she said . 
Holme said the January me-
eting of the ACSW will also 
continue to work with women as 
portrayed in advertising .· She 
said, the recent protest against 
feminine hygiene ads on televi-
sion is a good example of 
getting away from the blatant 
denigration of women. 
"Women feel their bodily 
functions are a private thing. 
Bodily functions may be neces-
sary, but the ads offend a large 
majority of people -- women 
and men . '' 
" They're overselling. Now 
we have things for heavy days , 
light days and in-berween 
days. " 
She said similar male prod-
ucts are not advertised, and 
people simply have a desire to 
have their bodily functions left 
alone . They're too fed up with 
hearing about hemorrhoids 
too, '' she said . 
But beside the more blatant 
advertising, Holme is interes-
ted in the subtle ways of 
~terotyping women in adv:ertis-
mg. 
''They're always shown in 
the home, while working wo-
men are never shown. And 
they are always overly obessed 
with cleanliness while men talk 
about television or cars," she 
said. 
(Canadian Radio and Television 
Commission) to give equal time 
to women in advertising." She 
said women should be shown as 
able to talk intelligently about 
cars instead of standing besides 
them in order to help sell the 
product. 
" We talked to some adverti-
sers in the east who told us 
were appealing to men in 
ads ; that if they see an 
ive women then they'll buy 
car. 
" But it's downgrading 
men ," she said . "What · 
gent man would think 
woman comes with the car?" 
She said the ACSW is willing 
help advertisers out becau 
maybe they don't know how tc 
make a liberated commercial.'' 
''But they've told us 'we' 
aiming at the lowest common 
denominator and that we shou-
ldn ' t be offended because they-
' re not talking to the liberated 
women . ' ' 
' 'There is a specific section in 
the advertising code aimed at 
children, but there is nothing 
for women. As long as they 
don't make false claims about a 
product, they can present the 
woman in any manner." 
She said the council 
not at this time like to go for 
change in the code but rather 
would prefer to work directly 
with the advertisers. 
She also warned of possible 
long-term ·effects on children 
and cited the pris<?n system as 
Singer jan Johnstone entertains (;;-owd at Surrey Pub Night an example. "Not all abused 
Friday. children end up as prisoners, 
--------·-----~------------but statistics show m:m:.J..y ...Jpc.:r:..:i.:..s-___ ·_·w_e_'_re asking the CRTC 
"But if there isn't significant 
progress made we'll have to . " 
News Briefs 
Reappointment of Kenny 
VANCOUVER (CUP)-- Last week's reappointment of 
UBC Administration President Doug Kenny "seemed 
a little strange" and sets a dangerous precedent for 
power politics, university sources said Wednesday. 
''It was handed down from on high. They'll have us 
back to the 1950's before we know where we are,'' one 
source said. 
Kenny's reappointment was passed hastily at a 
Nov. 7 board of governors meeting and was not 
included in the board's agenda, another source said. 
He said board chairman Ian Greenwood announced 
at the end of the meeting that a board review 
committee had finished its report and decided to 
reappoint Kenny for an extended three-year term 
after his five-year term expires in 1980. 
No report was distributed and no faculty members 
and students were consulted on the move. 
''It was an unfortunate procedure that can have a 
serious effect on the University," faculty association 
president Olav Slaymaker said Wednesday. "It 
weakens the president's position." 
Slaymaker said the board showed "poor style" in 
violating 20 years of tradition by not consulting 
professors or students about the reappointment. 
"We've written a letter of dismay and shock to the 
board of governors," he said. "It could be 
demoralizing to the community if it 's not thought 
necessary to consult them. '' 
Campus police carry guns 
PHILADELPHIA (CUP) - Shades of Kent State? 
Campus police at Pennsylvania State University 
recently acquired a new piece of regulation equipment 
- guns . 
The acting university president, Edward Eddy, 
agreed to let the police routinely carry . 38 -caliber 
weapons because he felt the campus needed armed 
officers familiar with the university envioronment and 
its residents. 
Previously, the university did not allow the police to 
be armed at any time. According to Eddy, however, 
"the students and others who utilize the campus 
deserve the protection of police who know the campus 
environmental movement.'' 
One of those arrested during an anti-nuclear pro~est 
was Walter Knolle, a member of the West German 
Friends of the Earth. Knolle, a pacifist, was charged 
with resistance against the state, disturbing the order 
and posst:ssion of ·a weapon. The weapon he 
possessed was a spray used to defend oneself agaiflst 
police dogs . 
- ---·--------~--------------------------------------~-------------------------------. 
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New building on Surrey campus. Looks like afternoon). Cost lots ot bucks but should, in 
all other D.C. buildings (that's why nobody long run, help alleviate space shortage. 
noticed the addition until late yesterday 
Education • • CritiC 
''The economic way of weed-
ing out students is non-product-
ive," said New Westminster 
MLA Dennis Cocke during a 
meeting with students Monday. 
Cocke, the NDP's education 
critic, stated that he is totally 
opposed to tuition fees. 
When asked by student soci-
ety vice-president external Wa-
h van der Kamp what his 
opinion was on the Open Learn-
ing Institute T.V. education 
system Cocke did commit him-
self to a stand on the program. 
15.c: · Student Federanon "t-
affperson John Doherty quizzed 
Cocke as to his opinion of 
CORSAP, the Continuing Re-
payment Student Aid Program 
proposed by the Canadian As-
soc1auon of University Teach-
ers. CORSAP means students 
would bear the entire cost of 
post-secondary education with 
the money (a debt of about 
$30,000 for a B.A.) being 
deducted from students' pay-
cheques in the same way as 
income tax once they graduate 
and enter the work force. 
Cocke described CORSAP as 
being "absolute nonsense". 
Society has always accepted the 
cost of educating doctors, law-
yers and others, he said, and to 
recommend out of the blue that 
we should no longer do so is 
crazy. 
Cocke stated that he felt the 
student aid program is ineffec-
ttve, and student aid should be 
more accessible to both full and 
part time students. "The rea-
son that many students attend 
part time is probably problems 
with finances, and aid should 
be available," he said. 
He agreed to bring to Mc-
Geer' s attenuon to the fact that 
student aid cheques were mail-
ed up to two months late this 
year and have caused a great: 
deal of problems. 
When asked what priority the 
NDP has placed on education, 
Cocke made no definite state-
ments but stated the NUP 
party's philosophy to be that 
the most important resources 
are human resources. 
Convicted for reading 
SAN FRANCISCO (ZNS-CUP) 
-- If a recent decision by the 
l'ederal Appeals Court in San 
Francisco stands, people who 
read ' 'inflammatory texts' ' by 
Karl- Marx or even Thomas 
Jefferson may have to start 
wearing gloves . 
be decision involved the case of 
' Frank Giese, a former professor 
of French at Portland State 
University, who was convicted 
in_ 1974 of conspiracy "to com-
mit offenses against the United 
States." 
Giese, a leftist acuv1st in 
Boston and Portland, was accu-
sed by the U.S. government of 
recruiting, leading and finan-
cing a small group of revolu-
tionaries, and ·of bombing a 
Portland military recruitment 
centre in 1973 . 
The jury found Giese moo-
cent of the bombing charges, 
but convicted him of conspir-
acy. The French professor was 
subsequently sentenced to ser-
ve five years in prison and pay a 
$10,000 fine . He is , currently 
free on appeal. 
Accordmg to Seven Days, 
Giese was forced during the 
trial to read violent rhetoric 
from books the prosecution says 
contained his fingerprints. The 
only problem, the magazine 
said, was that the same books 
also contained another 190 un-
identified fingerprints from 
other people who had read the 
book. 
Two; federal appeals 
judges later ruled that the 
was relevant evidence in 
case because it showed Giese' 
''knowledge of violent revolu-
tionary methods'' . 
Two federal appeals 
judges later ruled that the book 
was relevant evidence in the 
case because it showed Giese's 
''knowledge of violent revolu-
tionary methods''. 
One judge, however, dissen 
ed , saying that "even during 
the evil thralldom of McCarthy-
ism, we did not embrace the 
concept of guilty by book asso-
ciation.'' 
The case is currently on 
appeal to the U.S. Supreme 
Court. 
Communications club 
demands a i d 
The communications club has 
the services of The Other Press 
received funding to publish a but McConnell said they are 
weekly newsletter of the Surrey aiming more for news that only 
campus on a trial basis. concerns Surrey and that was 
J im McConnell, who present- not appropriate for The Other 
'd Press . ed the budget to council, sa1 
they wanted a vehicle to update Council granted the club 
. . $225, to cover the cost 
students to what's happenmg printing for four weeks and 
on ?urrey. !he~e was ~orne salary of $25 per week 
feelmg that th1s m1ght duphcate , someone to do this. 
Council Briefs 
The Richmond Community Information Centre has the co-operative programs. 
to publicize Douglas College and help. alleviate 
of the registration problems that currently exist. Case of the stolen f iles 
The Centre will distribute, free of charge, various A week ago last Friday, during the New 
ge brochures, catalogues and other publications Westminster pub night, unknown members of the 
h as calendars and timetables from its premises. Omega Phi Fraternity broke into the student society 
The Centre has also agreed to register students for office and stole Tom Styffe's files. 
non-credit courses and programs. The college expects They sent Styffe a ransom note saying he will only 
this will take some of the load off Richmond campus get the files back if the Douglas College student 
during registration. · h 1 h d ' 
The college hopes the Centre will be able to handled counCil accepts t e proposa t ey sent to Mon ay s 
council meeting. · 
registration for credit courses as soon as the college is Th 0 Ph' h ld b · h · bl h dl · · f h e mega 1 wants to o a pu mg t m a e to an e registrations rom more t an one . · · h h d · · h 11 fi · 
centre. co':!Junctton w1t t e stu ent society, wu a pro 1ts 
gomg to the CKNW Orphans Fund. Agriculture courses offered While Styffe commented that h~ thought i~ w~s a 
good cause, he . asked the councd to unammously 
There will be more agricultural courses and 
programs available to students now that Douglas 
College and Fraser Valley College have agreed to 
co-operate in building an agricultural program. 
The reason for the agreement is to ''provide an 
optimum level of training in agriculture'' and because 
the two colleges regions' "need to be viewed as one 
programming area in terms of needs assessment and 
program design'', according to a Douglas college 
council statement. 
Other reasons for the agreement include the needed 
co-ordination in curriculum development, staff select-
ion, program administration and evaluation, and the 
use of several methods of funding. The duplication of 
services also has to be avoided, according to the 
s will be struck to 
oppose the motion on principle. 
The council decided to hold the pub night 
themselves and give the profits to the orphans. 
Bob Machuk , Richmond representative, said, "I 
don't believe in this petty extortion." 
Styffe said he experienced great difficulties at the 
AOSC conference he attended in Toronto this past 
weekend without his files. 
''If it goes on another week, I will charge them. I 
need those files , '' he said. 
Anti -calendar coming up 
At registration this January Douglas College 
· students will receive a copy of SCAN, Student Course 
Assessment Newsletter, to help them choose their 
courses. 
The Douglas College Student Society will correlate 
information from a questionnaire that asks students to 
rate their courses and instructors this fall, so that 
other students can take the kind of classes they want. 
''Hopefully if a member of the faculcy continually 
rates poorly they will be reprimanded or dismissed," 
said Walt van der'Kamp, vice-president external. 
''The administration has never granted students 
any input into the hiring and dismissal of faculty. We 
hope SCAN will give us that input," he said. 
The questionnaire has five questions involving the 
amount the student learned from the course, how well 
the course was organized, how much student input wa 
allowed, how well the instructor communicated and · 
the amount of work was appropriate. This quesn1Jn· 
naire should be out about two weeks before the end 
the semester. 
''The questionnaire will also benefit instructors, 
who will receive some feedback from their students," 
van der Kamp said. If SCAN proves effective, it is 
expected to become a regular service offered by the 
student society. 
At registration students will also receive form letter 
to the Minister of Education that they can use to 
register complaints when the courses they request are 
filled. 
''While other colleges and universities are being 
cut back, Douglas has never effectively served its 
community well. These in conjunction 
with other institutions " he said. 





boggle the mind 
The ·number of paradoxical arguments presented during 
the recent Douglas College Student Society discussion on 
the upcoming student organization referendum boggle the 
mind. 
For instance, a representative from Surrey Campus 
council said that one of the reasons for holding the 
referendum was to reconsider where the money was going, 
even though the National Union of Students and B.C. 
Students Federation fees represent a grand total of one 
dollar per student per semester and even though those 
same monies would not be able to turn to other DCSS 
projects but would be deleted entirely from the activity fees 
collected every spring and fall. 
Then~ce-president internal Bob Tinkess said that the 
referendum wasn't really going to be held for monetary 
reasons but for reasons of principle . Get it straight folks . 
Throughout the meeting DCSS members said that DCSS 
could go it alone without the help of BCSF and NUS, that 
they had managed, singlehandedly, to prevent tuition fees 
going up last year . Yet college bursar Bill Morfey has said 
that tuition fee increases were stopped at the college 
council level and not by the DCSS reps . We would 
respectfully submit that the college council members knew 
they would have a much tougher fight on their hands when 
Bill 82, the college and provincial institutes act, came into 
effect and the provincial government provides 100 per cent 
·of the funding tor colleges. 
Interestingly enough those same DCSS members did not 
trot out victories on cutbacks in Manpower traming 
allowances, better student aid or guarantees under the 
same Bill 82, precisely because they didn ' t win any 
victories and we probably aren't going to win all by our 
isolated selves. 
'Tis the season to be ••••• 
More to the point, when the Douglas College council 
decides to raise tuition fees they will most likely be working 
in agreement with other colleges, just as the universities 
act together in raising fees, and it will take 111uch more than 
the lone DCSS to stop that increase . · 
President Tom Styffe announced that he had a meeting 
with education minister Pat McGeer yesterday morning . 
Marvelous. More power to him . When BCSF meets wjth 
McGeer in January they will repeat the points and, who 
knows, McGeer might actually hear the concerns of 
students for the first time in his egocentric life. 
And as BCSF staffperson John Doherty said, should one 
evaluate an organization solely on the number of meetings 
it has? And isn't the fact that the ministry is reluctant to 
deal with the B.C. Student Federation a sign of strength 
rather than weakness? Like wouldn't you rather meet with 
someone you could walk all over and avoid someone who 
might represent trouble? 
\ 
And it DtSS is so strong, why can't they remain within 
the organization and share some of that strength with other 
student societies in the province who are not in that 
fortunate position? 
True, the Douglas College population is transitory but 
then so is the population of UBC and SFU . 
We respect the wish of the student society to give 
students an opportunity to learn more about and become 
aware of the activities of BCSF and NUS but there are more 
positive ways to present the information . 
Like through us . · 
----------STAFF BOX-----------
By Clemens Rettich 
Christmas is upon us again . 
For those of us to whom this 
time of year has a special 
significance, the Christmas sea-
son of the 1970's comes upon us 
like some grotesque mime. 
This is going to be the first in 
a three part inquiry into the 
background, meaning and imp-
lications of Christmas . 
What is perhaps most fascin-
ating or disturbing thing about 
Christmas is the direct contrad-
iction of the way it is celebrated 
and the actual origins and 
implications of this holiday. 
For those people directly assoc-
iated with supplying our consu-
mer or.iented society the month 
of December, and specifically 
the second half of that month is 
the time of year that produces 
more profit than any other four 
or five months combined. 
For many busmesses, Christ-
mas can make or break their 
books . For the advertising 
agency, this is their real mom-
ent of glory. By mid-Novem-
ber, the fantasy machine begins 
to work. By mid-December that 
same machine has managed to 
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even buy to fulfill some inner 
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of the cafetena on the New Westminster campus. 
selfish need. No, we are told 
that we are buying to make 
"some one happy" . 
Howt many of your gifts do 
you remember from Christmas-
es past? And how many _of 
probably a few, but how many husband's birth. 
of those were standard consum- Thus the only place left to 
er-hype gifts? But we will stay was with the animals in the 
examine the idea of gift giving stable. The baby's first bed 
in a later part of this series. was the feeding trough of a 
Everyone I'm sure is familiar donkey. From those rather 
with the crass commercialism of squalid beginnings began the 
Christmas. This topic has been ministry of a man who was by 
dealt with ad nauseum. Let us the Twentieth Century to have 
instead turn to the origins of · effected in a major way the 
Christmas. entire world. 
Firstly, the word itself refers But it is the beginnings, the 
to the celebration of mass in the first 36 years, that are signifi-
memory of the birth of the cant. 
Jewish messiah Jesus of Nazar- The man that began amongst 
eth, whom Christians refer to as manure and straw, lived as a 
the Christ. to call him the carpenter for thirty years and 
Jewish messiah only means was a roaming preacher for the 
that he was a Jew by birth, and next four or five. His life ended 
considered the messiah by Chr- at the hands of the Jewish and 
istians, this to avert stepping on Roman authorities for crimes of 
the toes of any Jews who may treason and insurrection. The 
be reading this. · Christians believe that after 
Now, the irony of the whole that kind of existance and death 
thing is that the man whose the ultimate victory occured 
birth we forget on Dec. 24, · when he came back to life . 
based his entire philosophy on Through his entire life he made 
ministering to the poor and . a mockery of wealth, rulership 
crippled of mind and body in and finally death . 
the area we now call Israel, or The contradiction now beco-
rather in parts of Israel, mostly mes self-evident; we are 
the provinces of Judea and celebrating the birth of this 
Gallilee. man by indulging in orgies of 
spending, drinking and '· stimu-
This man was born in the lating the economy". The man 
small town of Bethlehem bet- who devoted his entire life to 
ween the years of 0-4A:D. The preaching a gospel of love and 
event took place in a stable or • forgiveness against a backgro-
to be more specific, a caravan- · und of the condemnation of lust 
serai, a sort of highway motel for wealth and power, is rem-
for caravans that still exists in embered and honored by capi-
many parts of the Middle East. tal gain and week-long hang-
But this and all other caravan- overs. I think people have 
The Other Press, Box 2503, Douglas College, 
Westminster, British Columbia, 525 -3830- 525-8684. 
serais were full due to the fact forgotten; humanity has forgot-
that the Roman occupational ten, both Christian and non-
government had decided to Christian alike. I hope they 
hold a census of population and begin to remember. 
New enriched your life in any real or everyone was to be registered In the meantime could they 
permanent way? There were in the town of their father's or · stop calling it Christmas? 
L---------------------~----------------------~--------~------------------------------------ ------· 
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Instead 
iDear Editor; 
I would like to thank you for 
the minor modifications made 
to the last letter I sent you when 
it was published in the Novem-
bre (just proving my bilingual-
ism there) 14 issue of your most 
illustrious tabloid. I am refer-
ing specifically to the line '' .. . as 
his letter leaves me at a certain 
point, going off in a direction 
that my poor drug befuddled 
mind is incapable of follow-
ing." Which , for some reason 
came out in your paper as 
' ' .. . as his letter leaves me at a 
certain point, going off in a 
drug befuddled .. . '' and from 
there on it makes no sense at 
all. . 
Now I admit that thts makes 
rather humorous reading, but 
I'm sure that Brent Douglas 
doesn't like you implying that 
any part of him is drug befud-
dled, and I for one, would 
prefer to write my own witty 
lines . I dropped by your office 
on the 15th (that being today for 
those who aren ' t particularity 
calender oriented) at about 2:30 
I 
of their 
pm, to congradulate you on this 
fine piece of work, but it 
appeared ·as though you were 
all out to lunch. However, I did 
manage to discuss it with some 
un-named male individual who 
claimed to be an editor, and he 
informed me that all the credit 
should go to the type-setter (it 
almost seemed like a case of 
passing the 83 .79 cents) and 
that this same type-setter was 
now in a reporter's position 
covering the international salt 
h~ckey championships in Sib-
ena. 
On a more cheery note, I 
would like to thank you also for 
the article on Vancouver Co-op-
erative radio, Vancouver's only 
listener owned radio station . 
And for Pauls' comment on the 
radical sixties and the apathetic 
seventies. I think it is interest-
ing to note that most of the 
individuals who were active in 
the sixties , like the "Chicago 
Seven". are still active today, in 
community services groups, en-
vironmental orgainzations (Co-
• version 
untry Joe is doing benefits for 
whales) and reform politics . 
Abbie Hoffman is working as 
travel editor for a certain maga-
zine (due mostly to the fact that 
he is still running from the FBI, 
so he can ' t stay in any one place 
for too long.), but most of the 
radicals of the sixties have 
come to the conclusion that you 
can make greater changes in 
the bureaucracy from inside 
that bureaucracy, even though 
the chances of being absorbed 
by that bureaucracy are far 
greater. (For instance, that one 
time radical student who be-
came the first Prime Minister to 
wear a buckskin jacket, comple-
te with fringes, and a bandana 
into the Houses of Parliament. 
I am referring, for those of you 
who are too young to remem-
ber, to Pierre Elliot Trudeau. 
Look what happened to him.) 
Not quite so humbly as last time 
John Arther Eastman 
That reminds me , you got my 
middle initial wrong last time, 
~swell . 
How in the world 
do you drink Kahlua? 
Kahlua.· 
1be lntemational Llqueut 
For some interesting recipe suggestions write Kahlua, Box 747, Station "K;' Toronto, Ontario, M4P 2W8. 
OTHER 
CORNER 
Question : Do you feel the proposed anti-calender is a good 
idea? 
Mal Crahams: I think this is 
an excellent idea because then 
the students will have a 
secondary concept they are 
about to indulge in . This also 
may lead to less confusion at 
the time of registration . 
Bridgitte Bach : This is a good 
idea because this will lead to 
less course changes and drop-
outs . If a student realizes 
what he is getting into before 
he registers he may have 
second thoughts about w 
courses he is about to take. 
Dan Hardy: The idea certai 
ly could not do any harm , 
fact it could only help 
student out and give him m 
information about the cou 
from other students point 
view , instead of· the adminis-
trations. 
Terr y Macisaac: It is a good 
idea because you get a di ffer-
ent point of v iew than the 
administration ' s. The admin -
istrati on would not li st the 
cons of a program . 
Page five of The Other Press is normally resery.ed for letters 
and opinions . The views expressed on this page do not 
necessarily reflect those of this newspaper. 
If y~u a~~ angry, or ~o.ncern~d or interested in something, 
~nd thmk tt s wort.h sharmg wtth t}te college community, this 
ts the place to do tt. 
Alllettets and opinions m';lst be typed, double spaced, and 
bear the name of the wnter for reasons of validity. A 
pseudonym may be used if the real name is also submitted. 
Submissions .which arC? not signed will not be pUblished. We 
reserve the nght to edtt aU letters and opinions for clarity and 
libt"l 
I. Deadline for subQlissions is 4 p .m. Fridays and submissions 
r can be sent to The Other Press , New Westminster, thr.ough 
t intercampus mail. 
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Musical instrument 
· repair class 
By Rick Perdue ?ifficult way of ret-amng the 
One year ago, Bud Wood's mstruments . No replacement 
musical instrument repair class parts are used, as frequently 
was the only one in Canada. they are not available. 
Although there is now anoth- Although the class requires 
er class in Toronto, the field of hard work, the only prerequisit-
musical instrument repair in · es are a musical background 
Canada is suffering from a lack and some mechanical under-
of trained technicians, despite standing. Prospective students 
the fact that the demand for are also interviewed by Woods 
them is large. before being admitted to the 
There are probably more class . 
than 100,00 instruments in B.C. Woods feels that the course 
alone, and yet many urban is about 25 years late in getting 
centres have no repair shops started. 
and even fewer centres have Even when all the schools 
competition between shops to began offering introductory co-
keep repair charges reasonable. urses with rented instruments, 
Bud Woods hopes to change the instruments still had to be 
all that. His class at Douglas sent back to the rental agency 
College is one of complete for even 5 minute repairs. 
submersion, rather than the Music teachers should have 
apprenticeship courses offered at least understood the rudi-
in the United States. ments of what made the instru-
At the end of nine months, ments work so that they could 
course ·graduates are trained affect simple repairs. There are 
instrument technicians. two music teacher in Woods 
They learn by repairing dona- class now. 
ted school board reject brass So finally, Bud Woods may 
and woodwind . instruments. be responsible for a course that 
Later, guitars and pianos may not only offers excellent emplo-
be included. yment opportunities but will 
The 18 students, which come also serve a need and perhaps, 
form as far away asToronto and through competition, put an 
Ottawa, are trained in the most end to rip-off repair charges . 
Don ' t call him a tinker! Bud Woods , mender of instruments 
Community education 
By Rick Perdue it goes into other courses . 
Out of the 160 courses offer- Courses are undertaken eit-
ed by the community education her because of some community 
department at Douglas this demand or because of the 
year, 40 were cancelled . feeling that a course is needed 
'"Enrollment was unusually and would be popular. 
low" said department head Jim The courses are not to dupli-
Doerr. He and Chris ] ohnson care any that are offered else-
offered some reasons for this. where, such as those offered by 
Firstly, the advertising used Parks and Recreation. 
was believed to be ineffective . Right now the courses are 
The tabloid format was perhaps largely oriented towards teach-
not the best and large areas ing leaders to teach others 
were missed during distribu- rather than teaching the masses 
tion . directly. 
This should be at least parti- A two day conference was 
ally rectified by letting the Post just held to discuss the future of 
Office handle distribution once continuing education at Doug-
more instead of private contrac- las College. 
tors. 
Secondly, morale was low. op!~;tuc~i~e~~~c~o~~~r::: ~~ 
Parking was (and is) difficult, 
the classrooms were dirty for look at areas for change and 
h improvement as well as to plan 
t e evening classes and even the direction D.C. will take in 
though students were going to the next three years . 
college, some of the classes 
were held in high schools. The possibility of decentrali-
Continuing education is es- zation from Surrey campus was 
sentially non-credit courses discussed as was the possiblity 
held in the evening for adults. of an autonomous continuing 
There are two types of prog- education program for each 
rams offered ; general interest campus . 
courses and upgrade courses. Enrollment was also a large 
These courses are self-fun- topic for discussion as a pract-
ded . The cost for the course is ice of cancelling 25 per cent of 
• A hard days Dl 
News editor Keith Baldrey explains to staff 
why he does not want to stay until 4 a .m . 
putting out paper again . 
The hardest worker of all on production Coping with picky proofreaders , she click-
nights, the tireless typesetter Laura Brooks . clacks on . 
divided between the students classes cannot be continued in Camera shy staffers labor on layout boards in to. work anonymously, 'which is sometimes a 
enrolled and if then: is a er-=o~fi=-=1 t..:... _r_h_e_f_u_ru_r_e_.-__________ o_t_h_e_r_P_u_b_l_ic_a_t_io_n_s_:S_oc_i_e_tv.:_o_ff_ic_e_._T_h_e_.:y~p-re_f_e_r __ w_J_se_:_m__:_o..:._ve.::..:.... ------- ---------1 
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,._ .. 
Rob Cuzyk tries to figure out why photos Rob runs a luciative pornographic photo 
always turn out dark and blurry, on the side, business . 
From biofeedback 
I 
to a junior computer 
By Rob Guzyk 
It's the end of the semester 
and your psychology te.tm pap-
er is due next week . You 
haven't started and you need 
some assistance and reference 
materials. 
So what do you do? 
You go to one of the three 
Douglas College psychology 
labs located on the New West-
ministe.:, Richmond and Surrey 
campuses . 
All three labs share a com-
mon set of bio-feedback equip-
ment, lie detectors, and basic 
psychological equipment. The 
lab. is a place where stud.ents 
can-get advice and use researc:1 
materials. 
The New Westminster lab 
has a few features that set it 
apart from the other campuses. 
Hal Junior, named after the 
computer in "2001 A Space 
Odyssey'', · is a logic rank 
system that is used for automat-
ing psychological experients . 
According to Social Science 
Technician Wayne Materi, Hal 
is a primitive computer that can 
-be used to run experiments. 
Another unique feature about 
the New Westminste~ campus 
is an eight-channel encephalo- · 
graph (EEG) that is used to 
measure brain waves . Students 
who want to measure their 
brain waves can come to the lab 
and use the EEG. 
The Psychology lab can be 
used to conduct controlled ex-
periments and ask advice. 
"Most but not all psychology 
experiments take place in a 
controlled enviornment. This 
lab can be used as the control- ' 
led experiment,' ' stated Mat- , 
eri. 
''First year psychological stu-
dents do experimental pack-
ages called mini-labs. Students 
can do an experiment for their 
psychology class that is scienti-
fic and fun to do," he said. 
· ''What we try to do is 
emphasize that the opportunit-
ies offered at Douglas College 
are available only to third and 
fourth year and graduate stud-
ents at other colleges. 
''One of the basic philoso-
phies of Douglas College is to 
create a personal approach to 
the learning experience. That 
is definately what we try to do 
in the lab." 
Baldrey butchers more copy while Rick on "grid" sheets, and then sent to printers . Wayne Materi , alias Stanley Kubrick; shows ott his prize 
Perdue leers at camera . Copy must be pasted 
remains until next Monday night. 
Gerontology Association 
meeting at New West 
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Tony Williams: from music to medicine 
By Pat Worthington 
Ten years ago Tony Williams 
was a professional rock and roll 
musician with the Amen Korn-
er, a group that recorded the 
No. 1 hit, "Bend Me, Shake 
Me, Anyway You Want Me", 
that topped the charts for 
several weeks in Britian. 
teg, Wales, a town in Glamor-
gan county about 25 miles from 
Cardiff, the nation's capital. 
Like most Welshmen he has 
always been very interested in 
music and sports. 
i:ype of toothpaste the group of the human body, and obta-
used and what type of pygamas ined a masters degree in that 
they wore to bed. field . 
. Later on Will.ia.ms left the After teaching at the Medi-
Amen Korner to JOin the orche- cine Hat College Williams stud-
s~ra of the well known Welsh ied medidne at the University 
smger Tom Jones where he of Calgary and trained Albertan 
played the saxaphone. He was 
Today Williams is the Faculty 
Williams had great success in 
reaching the top of the music 
field due to a rare combination 
of good luck and hard work. 
with them when Jones recorded paramedics . He then came to 
his so~p· "What's new Pus- the Royal Columbian Douglas 
sycat? Community consultant in Heal-
th for Douglas College and 
co-ordinates the Royal Colum-
bian Hospital Douglas College 
educational centre, a job he has ''Bend me 
' 
When he wasn't singing he 
was playing rugby which is his 
other great interest. His love of 
sports encouraged him to get a 
degree in : Phys.ed Today he 
plays and 'helps coach the 
Douglas College rugby team. 
This unique 
· college 
hospital is the 
only one in 
·held for the last two months. 
The past decade has not only 
a change in occupations for 
Williams but a change in pers-
pectives as well. When before 
Shake me, 
Anyway you Perhaps because of his parti-
cipation in sports Williams 
became interested in the mec-
hanics of the human being. 
This developed into a study of 
medicine. He then entered the 
University of Oregon where he 
took courses in Physiology, 
which is the study of the science 
as a musician he entertained 
thousands of people, he now as 
a health consultant is helping 
thousands of .people live a 
healthier life. 
Williams was born in Maes-
want me" 
Idolized by thousands of people 
the Amen Korner was written 
of extensively in pop magazines 
where eager fans learned what 
Canada 
Centre which is run jointly by 
Douglas College and the hospi-
tal. This unique college-hospi-
tal operation is the only one in 
WEDIDNL 
GALLIUM ARSENIDE OPTIMUM ACfiON 
PHOSPHIDE METERING CELL STOPPING ABI-LITY. 
Latest generation sensor, fastest 
reaction without troublesome 
infrared sensitivity. 
LOW BATIERYDRAIN. 
A mere.1.6 miliamps give 
approximately 110 hours 
metering per set ()f batteries. 
Enough for over a year of 
av.erage· shooting. 
ELECTRONIC COMPVfER. 
To determine precise exposure. 
LED REAOOUT. 
Solid state electronics replace 
the meter needle, considered 
the part of an SLR most prone 




Many electronic shutters stop 
working when the battery is 
dead. The Pentax ME keeps 
shooting at 1/100 sec. without 
battery. 
OPTIMUM CONTROL OF 
DEPTH OF FIELD. 
Most important for pictorial 
photography. You 5elect the 
critical f stop to achieve the 
results you want. The ME 
electronics take over to select 
the precise shutter speed to give 
you perfect exposure. There is 
never a compromise. 
Select widest lens aperture and 
the camera always selects the . 
fastest shutter speed possible 
under any sped fie lighting 
condition. Again1 without 
compromise. 
OPTIMUM CONTROL OF 
RESOLUTION. 
All fine SLR lenses resolve well 
hut they all resolve better at 
certain apertures (usually near 
f:5.6). Sele~t the optimum 
aperture and watch your Pentax 
split hairs to deliver the sharpest 
image possible. 
CHOICE OF SHUTIER SPEEDS 
NEARLY UNLIMITED. 
Just turn aperture dial till desired 
speed readout appears in the 
finder. Chance of select:ing an 
unusable variable is virtually nil. 
EXPOSURE CONTROL FOR 
CREATIVE EXPRESSION. 
Continuously variable exposure 
compensator allows 2 stops ov.er, 
2 stops under. 
AUTOMATION THAT NEVER 
QUITS. 
No matter what lens or accessory 
you use. 
ADAPTABILITY TO ANY 
PENT AX BAYONET OR 
SCREW MOUNT LENS. 






Fully automatiC exposures. 
ADAPTABILITY TO LENSES 
YOU BUILD YOURSELF. 
Fully automatic exposures. 
STRONG DIE CAST METAL 
BODY. 




lncludmg outer shell, aU internal 
mechanical parts and <lll internal 
lens parts. 
ROUNDED CORNERS. 
Human engineering for ease of 
handling. 
SYSTEM OF ACCESSORIES. 
' Lets you expand your scope from 
steret )SCt )pic tt) mien )pht )tt)-
graphic images. 
SMC PENTAX LENSES. 
A wide selection of the finest 
optical4uality lenses, multi-coated 
with the most advanced anti-flare 
coating known. Priced tt) get them 
out of the showcase, onto 
your camera. 
Write for more details to: 
McQueen Sales Company Ltd., 
1760 West Third Avenue, 
Vancouver. B.C. V6J lKS. 
' 
Canada and as far as Williams 
knows, the only one of its kind 
in North America. 
The centre, which runs care-
er and professional health cour-
ses, has three functions: it 
provides part of the nursing 
program, it aids the commun-
ity, and it serves the hospital. 
Nurses come to the centre for 
lectures and then cross over to 
the hospital for practical cour-
ses. About a third of the nurses 
are from Douglas College. 
Williams would like to see the 
theory side of the nursing 
program decreased and more 
attention paid to the practical 
side. 
People in the surrounding 
communities can take courses 
at the centre in many different 
areas such as the care and 
feeding of babies and relief 
from chronic cough. The costs 
of the courses vary, the profes-
sional courses being the most 
expensive and the community 
courses being the least expen-
stv,e. 
Two pet projects of Williams 
will soon become a reality. 
Starting January, the centre 
will be holding a cafeteria lunch 
hour program to be held on a 
first come, first served basis. 
On some days there would be 
talks on drugs and heart dise-
ase while another day might See 
information on buying a car. 
Classical music would be a 
featured entertainment. 
On some days 
there would be 
talks on drugs 
and disease 
Because of his musical back-
ground Williams knows a large 
number of musicians so possi-
bly he could persuade them to 
perform at the luncheons . to 
supplement the musical prog-
ram Williams plans to perform 
some musical selections himse-
lf. He has played with the 
Douglas College •orchestra · se-
veral times . 
Also starting in January is a 
course designed to help revive 
heart attack victims which invo-
lves a technique called cardio-
pulmonary resusitation (CPR) 
The course is eight hours in 
length and people successfully 
completing the program are 
considered to be trained up to 
Canadian Heart Foundation 
standards. 
Williams hopes to launch a 
massive campaign with the aid 
of television and the press to 
reach as many people as possi-
ble in the areas Douglas Coll-
ege serves and tell them about 
the course. If enough people 
take the program then heart 
attack victims in the streets 
have a good chance of being 
revived by passerbys using the 
C.P .R. technique. "I do not see 
Adult Education focusing . on 
one small part of the person. 
By developing a well rounded 
adult we contribute significan-
tly to their professional well 
being ." 
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Douglas College expansion LAPS US 
CALAMI By Lorin Medley Douglas College has been 
growing steadily since its incep-
tion in 1970. Growth now is 
more rapid than ever: tempor-
ary campuses are expanding 
and permanent campuses are 
being planned. 
At present, the college serves 
a regional gross population of 
about 640,000 people (approxi-
mately one quarter the popula-
tion of B.C.) 
The college has about 3700 
full-time equivalent (F.T.E .) 
students. Technically, this 
means the college has a "patti-
Planner Hank Naylor 
cipation rate" of .6 per cent. 
''By looking at the projected 
population and projected partic-
ipation rates for the future," 
said Douglas College regional 
planner Hank Naylor, "We 
can project a target number of 
F.T.E.'s at each year from now 
on. 
"The college objective, ap-
proved by government, is to 
reach I. 5 per cent participation 
rate by 1991. " 
·Douglas college has one of 
the lowest participation rates of 
B.C. colleges, a study done for 
the ministry of education in 
1975 shows . 
The large population served 
by the college, and its compar-
ably low participation rate indi-
cate the necessity and urgency 
expanding. According to Nay-
lor, the college should be able 
to serve 8,759 students by 1983. 
Such growth has many impli-
cations for each campus of the 
college in the way of education-
al programs, student services, 
people, budget and space . 
"The New Westminster cam-
pus, for example, will double in 
size," said vice-principal Andy 
Andrews , "but because there is 
no space it cannot do that until 
maybe the day the new campus 
opens." Meanwhile, And-
rews explained, growth at the 
New Westminster cantpus has 
to be controlled. ''The problem 
is not getting new programs, 
but where to put them," he 
said. 
For a campus to be self-sust-
aining and comprehensive, it 
must have a certain student 
enrollment, or "critical mass". 
An October 78 report by the 
Douglas College managemem: 
committee estimates this "crit-
ical mass" to be at least 400 
FTE students for academic 
viability and at least 600 FTE 
for economic viability. In these 
terms Richmond campus has a 
minimum "critical mass". 
The report goes on to say that 
"smaller campuses should be 
encouraged to develop faster 
than the larger ones . until they 
have attained a minimum criti-
cal mass. Each campus should 
be encouraged to be comprehe-
nsive but each should develop a 
distinctive character, which 
would include areas of expert-
ise or specialization. '' 
The dilemma Douglas Col-
lege faces is that while perman-
ent campuses are being plan-
ned, short term preferably inex-
pensive solutions must be fou-
nd to cope with growing dema-
nds . 
As Marilyn Smith, dean of 
student services, put it, "You 
might say that we walk a 
tightrope between expanding 
and maintaining quality.'' 
One of the challenges facing 
student services is providing 
equal access to services for 
students attending satellite ca-
puses. For example the Agnes 
St. campus, technically part of 
the New Westminster campus, 
presents an inconvenience bec-
ause of its separate location to 
students needing library, cc)un-
selling and admission facilities . 
Another challenge is how 
to , with a limited budget, 
extend services such as library 
and counselling to students who 
are taking courses off campus 
or during evening hours. At 
present there are only limited 
counselling services at night . 
Space shortage presents ano-
ther problem . Due to the lack 
of room on most temporary 
campuses admissions and coun-
selling services are located 
together with only a small space 
provided for a career resources 
centre. 
Said Marilyn Smith, ''Coun-
selling should be a place people 
find inviting, comfortable and 
attractive . It should be easy to 
find , very much a part of the 
campus. Our present facilities 




not as inviting 
as we'd like 
to see 
Then there is the financial 
aspect of expanding services . 
Money allotted for expansion, 
according to Smith, is to hire 
instructors and to obtain space . 
While in some ways more 
services can be provided for the 
same amount of money (as in 
filling up empty seats in a 
classroom), this does not apply 
to the library, counselling and 
admission services . 
Says Smith, " courses are 
increased, but not the service 
budget, yet the demand for 
increased service is there . At 
the provincial level , they are 
not very receptive to an incre-
ase in the service budget. 
"As we expand, we hope to 
increase the lcinds of services 
available to students . Job 
placement for example : there 
is at present no co-ordinated 
effort in the college to find jobs 
for graduate students .' ' 
Smith also spoke of the need 
for a college health service, and 
of the increasing demand on 
service departments such as 
printing. 
''The problem is to maintain 
a consistency of standards col-· 
lege wide ," she concluded . 
Reg Pridham, dean of educa-
tional services, spoke of the 
implications college exp~nsion 
has for educational program-
ming. " Educators have tradi-
. not worked in a decent-
which · 
Part 1 
I have a friend named Martin who thinks that the quality 
of opinions at Douglas College is very low. The fault for 
this abysmally poor quality of discussion lies with the 
educational system as much as with the students 
themselves . One has only to suffer through an agonizing 
monologue from an eager Psych 100 student, about all the 
various neurotic behaviour exhibited by each member of his 
very large family, to get an idea about what Martin is 
speaking of . . 
The other situation which is particularly annoying is 
when one person comes up with a statement or opinion 
about something which he either knows nothing about or, 
when he has failed to apprehend the direction of the 
discussion in the first place. Everyone is guilty of this at 
some point in their l ives· - as a matter of fact I am quite· 
prone to this habit - and if they do it during a private 
, 'conversation , the other party will undoubtably let them 
know about it. 
Educator Reg Pridham 
need- for consistency and to 
some degree commonality thro-
ughout the system, " he said . 
Pridham gave the example of 
graphic arts , which is taught on 
more than one campus . 
''Graduate students must be 
equally competent whether 
they go to one campus or the 
other." 
As the campuses expand , so 
do the educational programs 
offered. college is exploring 
the area of labour studies, 
revising the curriculum for the 
home-makers aid program and 
doing a market study on the 
need for piano tuners (in con-
junction with the musical instr-
ument repair program) . New 
courses already planned for 
next September include cultur-
al-centered office management 
and a horsemanship certificate . 
This December there will be a • 
horticulture and horticulture 
upgrading program, and May . 
will see occupational informa-
tion officer and therapeutic 
recreational aid programs. . 
As well the college council 
signed a co-operative agree-
ment last Thursday with the 
Fraser Valley College to share 
curriculum, personnel, and fac-
ilities in their agricultural prog-
ram. 
As the latter indicates , the 
most crucial problem connected 
with expanding is space short-
age . The need for space has 
often mean~ " putting the cart 
before the horse'', as in the 
Newton Centre. This vocational 
training facility being devel-
oped as part of the Surrey 
caMpus is not expected to be 
completed until February 1979, 
yet two of the courses have 
already commenced. They are 
temporarily located at the Que-
en Elizabeth High School. 
According to Dave Driscall , 
New Westminster vice-princi-
pal , " the answer is to grow in 
small, incremental ways. '' 
In that light , the college 
seems to be doing a remarkable 
job . 
For the purposes of the classroom however , we are in the 
age of equality in all things , including ideas . So, after 
hearing ten minutes of unadulterated garbage, the 
instructor nods wisely and intones , 'that is very 
interesting ', thereby encouraging the poor bastard who has 
just made a fool out of himself . What is an instructor for , 
but to guide discussions and to ensure a high quality of 
participation? 
Obviously a oerson must be told that their ideas are 
wrong or. irrelevant in as gentle and tactful a ~anner as 
possible . The point is if , out of consideration for their ego 
they are not told , how are they to improve? Like myself on 
occasion, they might be momentarily piqued . If they have 
any brains at all however, they will later be thankful that 
someone has pointed out their mistake . 
Any well constructed opinion will add to the quality of a 
class discussion, but preju.diced , uninformed or irrelevant 
statements only degrade that quality . It is the instructor 
then , who has to inform the student that in some cases , all 
ideas do not have equal validity . 
Part II 
. I finally met a man who had no opinion on anything which 
was of any import at all . To all those who also hold no 
opinions they can call their own, this may seem a 
remarkably unremarkable thing . There is however, one 
distinguishing feature about this particular person and his 
non-opinions . Incredibly enough , his apathy is the result of 
a conscious decision , on his part, not to discuss any idea or 
event which could be the least sense controversial. 
Ask him about the latest football game he has watched or 
what he thinks about the new truck tires he has just bought 
and you will receive a veritable torrent of words . But all 
you have to do is mention politics , religion, sex - any 
number of topics which might require an opinion - an.d this 
· man will fix you with a stony glare and inform you that he 
does not talk about the issue in question . 
In my opinion , lack of concern is almost always 
blameworthy and I have nothing but contempt for those 
who " refuse to get involved" . Yet this man is a master . A 
true virtuoso of indifference . I cannot help but think that he 
has obviously given a lot of thought about his decision. I 
know he is an intelligent man and I shouldn ' t consider him 
in the same light as those who ' s unconcern is an 
unconscious act . 
The difference between him and the others is that the 
vast majority worry about other things - mag wheels, new 
clothes , getting laid , etc . - and then state that they are "too 
busy" to worry about anything else . My friend however , is 
much too intelligent .to worry about the things that the 
majority do get ulcers about, so this leaves him with almost 
nothing to lose sleep over . He will undoubtably outlive me, 
but I am not so sure that longevity is a valid justification . 
Maybe he is right though . Every week I bitch , scream , 
fight, make lots of enemies, and occasionally make a 
tremendous ass out of myself by speaking before thinking. 
All this because of opinions . By avoiding discos and by not 
worrying about anything or anyone but mysel( I could 
probably iive to be a hundred, make it into middle 
management, have a wife and a mistress and be as happy 
as the proverbial pig in shit . 
If I ' m not back next week you ' ll know why. 
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Karen Silkwood: death of an innocent 
By Frank Ochs 
For Canadian University Press 
Each day millions of workers 
nter a battlefield mined with 
oisons and unsafe working 
onditions. Casualties are 
igher than any war in U.S. 
is tory . One casualty in this 
ar was Karen Silkwood . 
Representing the Oil, Chemi-
cal, and Atomic Workers Inter-
national Union (OCAW), Silk-
wood documented and strug-
gled against dangerous working 
conditions and the lack of 
quality control at the Kerr-Mc-
Gee nuclear fuel fabrication 
plant in Cimarron , Okla. 
Her death, on Nov. 13, 1974, 
in a suspicious car accident, has 
not silenced her struggle. She 
has become a symbol of the 
union movement for safe work-
ing conditions, and her death is 
a strong indictment of the 
nuclear power industry. 
In the four years since her 
death, the Silkwood case has 
become a focal point for anti-
nuclear activists, for unions 
fighting for be~ter working con-
ditions and for various feminist 
organizations. 
The Kerr-McGee plant was 
producing plutonium fuel rods 
for a test facility at Hanford, 
Wash., part of the U.S. breeder 
reactor research program. In 
the early 1970's, OCAW attem-
pted to organize the plant, but 
during the winter of 1972-73, 
the union was "broken" by 
Kerr-McGee's hiring of untra-
ined, unskilled, non-union wor-
kers to replace union activists. 
Kerr-McGee , however, lost a 
decertification election in Aug-
ust 1974 . Karen Silkwood was 
chosen to head the union 's 
health and safety committee to 
document safety violations at 
the plant as part of the union's 
effort to strengthen its base of 
Her death has 
become a 





In September 1974, Silkwood 
presented her allegations on 
safety violations to the Atomic 
Energy Commission (AEC) but 
was told that more proof was 
needed. Meanwhile, the AEC 
continued its practice of leaking 
advance warnings of "surpri-
se'' inspections to Kerr-Mc-
Gee. Silkwood continued to 
gather evide:1ce, but on three 
different occasions in early 
November, she became conta-
minated with plutonium (a spe-
ck of which can cause lung 
cancer.) 
Dangerously high levels of 
plutonium were found in her 
apartment with the greatest 
concentrations contained in fo-
od stored in her refrigerator. 
Kerr-McGee officials searched 
her apartment ostensibly to find 
the source of her contamina-
tion , but in fact attempted to 
collect materials which could 
damage Silkwood 's credibility. 
They also searched for the 
evidence that Silkwood was 
gathering a~ainst the company. 
On the night of Nov. 13, 
Silkwood was to deliver her 
evidence to a reporter from the 
New York Times, but her car 
crashed into a concrete bridge 
culvert, killing her instantly. 
the documents proving her 
allegations against the comp-
ny were never tound .According 
to outside insurance experts 
consulted by the Silkwood De-
fense T earn, her Honda sedan 
was slammed in the rear by a 
car traveling 55-60 mph. Her 
death remains unsolved, altho-
ngh a congressional committee 
and independer.t investigators 
have gatheJ;ed sufficient evid-
ence to justify a full-scale 
investigation . · 
During the past four years, 
the Silkwood case has been 
formally investigared by tee 
AEC and its successor the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion, the FBI, the Justice Dept. , 
the Gr.neral Accounting Office 
and co:nmittees of the House 
and Senate. All these investig-
ations were terminated with 
major issues unre.>olved and 
evidence ignored. It 3eemed 
th3.t a coverup was in pr.)gress. 
On November 5, 1976, a suit 
wa~ filed on behalf of Silkwood 
by her parerts and the guardian 
It seemed that 
a coverup was 
in process 
of her three children. The 
defendants v.ere not only Kerr-
McGee but also the FBI and 
several of its . ~gents . The .>uit 
charges: (1) N~gligence by the 
Kerr-McGee. corporation, resul-
ting in legal liability for the 
radioactive contamination of Si-
lkwood; (2) Conspiracy , both 
willful and intentional, to viola-
te the rights of Silkwood and 
fellow OCA W members to org-
anize and to report Kerr-McGee 
violations of the Atomic Ener;jy 
Act; and (3) Coverup, partici-
pated in by the FBI, of illegal 
wiretapping and electronic sur-
veillance against employee un-
dertaken by Kerr-McGee with 
the cooperation of the Okla-
homa City Police Dept. 
The Silkwood case has -high-
lighted a number of facts which 
d~pict the hazards prevalent in 
the Kerr-McGee plant and the 
nuclear industry in general. At 
Kerr-McGee, 83 workers were 
contaminated with plutonium. 
Workers were inadequately 
warned about the dangers of 
plutonium and the need for 
careful handling. Equipment 
for handling plutonium (e .g. 
special gloves) were faulty and 
sometimes led to workers' cont-
amination. 
surveilling the nuke movement 
The investigation also uncov-
ered a vast, murky network of 
private organizations with CIA 
links , hired by the nuclear 
industry and nuclear utilities to 
· discredit nuclear safety propon-
~nts and activists. There is 
evidence that security officials 
at Kerr-McGee, the Oklahoma 
City Police Intelligence Unit, 
the federal Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration and 
a private "club" called the Law 
Enforcement Intelligence Unit 
(LEIU) were involved in illegal 
surveillance of Silkwood while 
she was investigating the comp-
any. 
The LEIU, a shadowy nation-
al intelligence collection net-
work, provides detailed inform-
ation to police organizations 
and government agencies. It ;...---------------------------------------- - ----------"'"""7 has links with both Information 
Get your name in print! 
Join the Other Press 
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for 
Editors and reporters 
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Digest , a compendium of infor-
mation about antinuke activists, 
and private firms hired by 
utilities to spy on the antinuc-
lear movement. 
Currently, the Silkwood fam-
ily suit against Kerr-McGee is 
being heard in Oklahoma. Two 
of the three counts, which 
alleged conspiracy to violate 
Silkwood 's and other OCA W 
members' civil rights and the 
coverup of illegal surveillance, 
were dismissed by the judge in 
September. It was held that 
labor union members are not 
protected against wiretapping 
and electronic surveillance un-
der the Civil Rights Act . The 
ruling has been appealed by the 
Silkwood Defense T earn. 
As the suit has been argued 
over the last two years, a 
growing coalition of environ-
mentalists , union and citizen 
action groups has formed to 
support the defense team 's 
work. OCA W , the Coalition of" 
Labor Union Women , the Envi- 1 
ronmental Policy Centre and 
the National Organization for 
Women are among the groups 
supporting the suit. 
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Postal workers hostile 
ByRonHarns 
For Canadian University Press 
The Paramount cafe is crowd-
ed at seven am; around the 
1940's deco table five inside 
postal workers sit eating break-
fast. They have just got on the 
graveyard shift, and are head-
ing h_ome fro~ a hard evening 
of ~hog, sorung and bagging 
mad. One of the workers, who 
sports a Fu Manchu moustache 
complains that for the pas~ 
week he has had to do two or 
three hours overtime cutting 
into his afternoons. An older, 
fortyish, postie grumbles in 
agreement, and says, "If the-
y'd quit hiring so many supers 
we could afford to hire some 
more full-timers to catch up on 
all this god damn backlog.'' 
Flipping through the pages of 
the early morning tab, The 
~.lbertan, a coffee-sipping post-
te stops at a full-page ad and 
blurts out, "those s.o.b.'s wo-
uld ya look at this .... " 
It's a full-page ad from the 
Canadian Post Office, compar-
ing the government's offers 
during the past fifteen months 
wit~. the union's bargaining 
posuon. To run the ad one day 
in The Albertan cost the federal 
government approximately 
$660 of your tax money. The 
government also ran the same 
ad in most major Canadian 
dailies last week. The total 
amount of money expended on 
the ads would come close to 
paying the wage increase asked 
for by the members of the 
Canadian Union of Postal Wor-
kers. (CUPW). 
The ad, along with the last 
few months of regular media 
coverage of the present dispute 
between CUPW and the Post 
Office has resulted in increas-
ing hostility on the part of the 
postal workers. Postal workers 
across the country have com-
mented that they can no longer 
trust the media to fairly repre-
sent them. More media to 
attention has been paid to the 
political mudslinging of Post-
master Lamontange, and his 
government's attempt to use 
the postal dispute to smash 
public service unions than to 
the serious bargaining attempts 
that CUPW in frustration has 
tried to squeeze out of the 
government. 
Randy Reihl, president of the 
forty-five member local of 
CUPW in Lethbridge, says 
inside workers were "pretty 
dtsappo111ted in the unethical 
politics of running that ad. 
They are using our money to 
put ads !n papers (ads) that 
make the ordinary worker look 
bad ." 
CUPW has been without a 
contract for seventeen months 
and in that time it has filed 
more than 56,000 grievances 
acros the country concerning 
the use of automation and 
casual labor, as well as the 
increasing use of forced overti-
me in order to cut the cost of 
having to hire more full-time 
staff to clear up the backlog of 
mail that is now an almost 
permanent reality across the 
country . 
In those seventeen months 
the Post Office has hired more 
managers and administrators 
has increased the used of 
non-union casual labor, and has 
declined to negotiate in good 
gaith with the union . As well, 
with the political backing of the 
federal government, the Post 
Office has attempted to outlaw 
strikes by CUPW, under the 
pretext of inconvenience to the 
public . CUPW is caught in a 
double bind, as the most recent 
conciliation report reveals. 
' 'The conciliation report is 
pure garbage ; it's taking away 
what we won in the 42 day 
strike back in 1975." says 
Reihl. 
Reihl says the chairman of 
the conciliation board recom-
mended that both parties return 
to the bargaining table and 
negotiate - after he had been 
called in for the very reason 
that negotiations had failed. 
While the Post Office and the 
federal government have refu-
sed to bargain in good faith 
with the union, they have 
proceeded to malign the union 
in several fashions . Firstly, 
they have refused to allow 
union shop stewards to distrib-
ute union material on the 
negotiations , nor have they 
allowed shop stewards to hold 
discussions during work hours 
about the contract. Yet mana-
gement officials in the post 
office have distributed informa-
tion packets, paid for out of 
Post Office funds, and held 
meetings during working hours 
about the Post Office's position 
regarding the contract. It's 
actions like these, plus the 
full-page ads, that have irrita-
ted postal workers . 
''The contract is finished· 
we're in limbo. This has bee~ 
dragging out too long and 
people are getting uptight. '' 
says Reihl. 
Reihl also accused the Post 
Office and the government of 
bargaining in bad faith and 
refusing to negotiate . While 
postal workers have not had a 
contract they are still waiting 
for back pay for their last 
seventeen months worth of 
work. And while the union has 
made offers, the Post Office has 
not budged one inch . The 
government 's was the " last 
straw ' '; it was aimed at making 
the union look bad . All the 
figures published were offers 
made by both sides , bur the ad 
makes it look as if it were the 
union ' s final offer. Reihl 
disagrees . 
" We are completefy flexible . 
But the Post Office offers you 
the same thing they did in ' 75 
or else they take away rights we 
have already won.'' 
While the union is after a 
shorter work week, it is barga-
ning for thirty hours work in 
place of forty. ''You have to ask 
for more t.o get want you want '' , 
says Reihl The union would 
settle for a 3 7 112 hour work 
week, which ha~ been the 
common bargaining point of 
most public service workers. 
While the Post Office deliberat-
ely misrepresented the union ' s 
position in its advertisement , it 
smeared the union over holi-
days. In its most recent 
contract with letter carriers, 
settled earlier this month, they 
gave the carriers a four week 
vacation after ten years. The 
only offer they have made to 
CUPW is three weeks after 
thirteen years . 
The Post Office ad claims 
that: " Canada Post h~s made 
serious efforts to find areas of 
agreemeni.The union 's position 
as outlined above is the same as 
it was 18 months ago." The 
union finds this hard to swal-
low , " If the government came 
up with an offer we would 
bargain but we can't even talk 
to them. They haven't even 
13 
bothered about the 56,000 grie-
vances we filed in the last 18 
months," says Reihl 
In the eleventh hour, the Post 
Office attempted to blame the 
union for the breakdown. But 
the damage was done; postal 
workers had been dragged thro-
ugh the mud with no serious 
attempt to settle the dispute. 
Although the strike may be 
over, it will be a long time 
before the disputes in the post 
office are settled. 
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The Ridge: • • surpns1ng W aytes concert 
informative 
By Lon·n Medley 
For those of you with the 
suspicion that modern movies 
theatres cater to commercial 
taste~ and padded pocketbooks, 
the R1dge Theatre at the corner 
of 16th Avenue and Arbutus 
may hold a pleasant surprise. 
The Ridge has been in oper-
ation since last April as an 
alternative, community-orien-
ted threatre. By means of a 
suggestion box in the main 
lobby, the theatre tries to offer 
the movies people want to see. 
According to theatre operator 
Leonard Schein, this is some-
times difficult, as the major 
theatres such as the Odeon and 
Famous Players, which have 
large financial backing, have 
priority in choosing films. 
The theatre recently acquired 
a new 16 mm projector, which 
allows them to show the origin-
ina! Hollywood classics. This is 
a feature not found in most 
major theatres today, because 
old films are available only in 16 
mm while contemporary films 
are only available in 35 mm. 
"We are willing to stand 
behind the movies we show. 
We are interested in the quality 
of the movie: if the audience 
doesn't like it they get a 
refund," · said Schein. 
according to Schein, is not often 
abused. 
To provide the audience with 
further means of feedback, a 
bulletin board for comments 
complaints and questions ha~ 
been placed next to the sugges-
tion box. Those who make use 
of the board can be assured that 
it is not an exercise in futility, 
as the theatre staff regularly 
posts answers and comments . 
The Ridge theatre seats 800 
people. Admission is $2.75 for 
a double feature. Children, 
"Golden Agers" and the handi-
capped have a special rate of 
$1.00, and special group prices 
for the needy can be arranged . 
Besides offering good films 
at low prices, the Ridge has a 
few unusual features that were 
built into the theatre originally 
in 1950. 
These include a soundproof 
"crying room" with adjustable 
volume control for parents and 
noisy children and heated toilet 
seats for women only in the 
women's washroom. 
Some of the newer features in 
the theatre include a free 
literature rack for community 
groups, a wheelchair row for 
the handicapped and a natural 
foods concession booth. 
burter oil and real ice cream. 
''And health food prices com-
. By Clemens Rettich composing, transcribing and 
pare With junk food prices,'' ''Music of the Spanish Ren- copying, (when there was music 
says Schein . "Except for the . " h . I f h that is) . Much of the ttm" e the ice cream , which costs more nalssance was t e ttt e o t e 
b Towne W. aytes last concert at repetoire was memorised beca-ecause it comes directly from f L the Koerner Recital Hall on use o the cost and scarcity of 
os Angeles, the only place in F "d 17 h printed mus1·c. North America where real ice n ay t · 
cream is made. For the most part the concert The Vancouver Towne Way-
The interior of the building, was in the style of Waytes tes have been around for about 
with its high, rolling ceilings, concerts past, informal and four years now wi!h different 
II I h informative. The mus1"c on the I · I I wa - engt mural , art gallery personne ; one parttcu ar y not-
and live, breathing plants cont- whole was bright and lively and able former member is the 
ributes to the warm, mellow consisted largely of dance mus- Vancouver recorder virtuoso 
atmosphere the theatre strives ic of the period and songs Peter Hannan. 
for . dealing mostly with courtly The concert showed much of 
Outside there is plenty of free love ' knights and Christianity· the spirit and atmosphere the 
parking and even a bicycle rack The Towne Waytes , for those Waytes try so hard to recreate . 
for those who are energetic . unfamiliar with the name , are a They managed to keep the 
There is a 7:30 double-feat- group of six musicians that are temperm~ntal instruments whi-
ure most evenings of the week, interested in the performance ch they play well in tune and 
as well as special midnight of the music and musical cult- the balance of slow and lively 
shows and children's matinees ure i.e. dance and table music numbers was good. The songs 
on the weekend . - etc. of the rennaissance . They on the whole were handled 
Some of the upcoming shows take their name from an ancient quite well. 
are ''The Harder They Come:' English tradition of town music- The only really major prob-
with) immy Cliff, "Annie Hall" ians who were responsible in I em was the problem of pitch 
with Woody Allen and Diane part for the musical life of the with some of the singers. Much 
Keaton and "Network" with of the music required very high 
Peter Finch and Faye Dunaway. town. They provided music for male soprano voices, and most 
On December 17, there will festive occasions, for the enter- of the time the Waytes did a 
be a sale of old movie posters tainment of the populace and good job of faking . But the lack 
and T-shirts, and for Christmas nobility, and for such diverse of attention to pitch did make 
the theatre is offering a special functions as sounding the hours some songs rather unbearable 
gift certificate with which you of watch and guarding the city to listen to. 
can see four double-bill movies gates. To be a "towne wayte" David Skulski was particu-
for $10.00. was no easy matter in those lady bad on this: one realizes 
To extend its welcome to the days . An aspiring wayte had to that_ he is after all a reed player 
play at least seven or eight and a fine hand with the 
theatre-going community the instruments of different sorts Ridge theatre will send anyone coranetto (a slightly bent horn i.e. brass woodwind string. w1"th finger holes b t bl I"k 
a free show schedule. All they u own 1 e They also had to be well a trumpet) and not a trained 
request IS your name and d · 11£ f · · d 
This "money-back guaran-
tee'' is available for the f1rst 
half hour of a showing, and 
The food booth has a healthy 
offering of sandwiches, frozen 
yogurt goodies, apple cider, 
fresh popcorn with 100 per cent address. verse m a IOrms o CIVIC uty, singer, but one gets the impres-------------------------------------------------------~==~==~------------------~a~n~d~~m~u~s~i~c~a~l~s~k~~·ll~s~~su~c~h~~a~s~sionthatheiscapableofhitting 
those high notes in tune with a 
bit of work and attention m 
performance. 
Perhaps the finest voice in 
the group is that of the tromb-
one player, (his name is un-
known to ine). He had a fine 
resonant bass that blended 
beautifully with the other voices 
and gave the ensemble a very 
filled out sonority. 
The second problem was not 
to do with the music or music-
ians at all but with the program 
notes: there weren't any! The 
titles of the pieces and their 
composers were offered but 
there were no notes about the 
music, the instruments, (which 
are fascinating) or the music-
ians . This was partially comp-
ensated by the informal discus-
sion time during the intermis-
sion , which is always a highli-
ght at the Waytes concerts. 
But for people for whom a 
concert is as much a learning 
experience as classroom lect-
ures - such as critics and music 
students - program notes are 
essential for placing the music 
in a proper perspective and for 
later reference. 
These problems aside the 
concert was most enjoyable. 
Some of the instrumental mus-
ic, especially that which used 
the shawms and rennaisance 
trombones, was truly beautiful; 
the intonation flawless and the 
rythms and phrasing very care-
fully sculpted. 
The last piece, a mass by 
Aloriso de Alba, was a beauti-
ful work of rennaissance auster-
rity and control. The contrap-
untal harmonies and melodies 
were florid and rich but always 
under control, never becoming 
too jubilant or too severe. 
They were a wonderful ex-
ample of the serenity that the 
rennaissance composers so val-
ued. 
.,....---------------------
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You too can write the Great Canadian Novel 
By Kim Michasiw 
for Canadian University Press 
So you want to make a quick 
fifty grand, do you? So you've 
been scribbling and scratching 
in the hopes of picking ~p a tidy 
pile from the folks at Seal 
Books? It's not as good as the 
lottery, but $50,000 invested in 
cocaine futures would prob®ly 
keep you afloat long enough to 
get some sort of sinecure from 
the Canlit establishment. 
And you 've been wondering 
exactly how Ms. van Herk 
managed to snow the judges 
long enough to get back to her 
Edmonton bank acc;ount. But 
you're too cheap to lay out the 
ten necessary to do your own 
research . Well that's what 
book reviewers are for so here 
goes. Get_your notepad ready. 
First of all I'd recommend 
that you forget .everything 
you've learned in your modern 
novel classes, and that you burn 
your copies of Robbe-Grillet' s 
For a New Novel, together with 
any other pieces of delusive 
theorising which might have 
caused you to think that the 
nineteenth century novel was 
an archaic form. One of the 
advantages of living in the 
colonies is that you don't have 
to keep in step with the times. 
Which is a major advantage in 
writing a novel for the mass 
market. The good ladies at 
Beckers and the gentlemen 
idling in the train station have 
little interest in books which 
make them work. Books tell a 
story. They have a beginning, a 
middle and an end. They're 
kind of like the Toronto Sun 
except that they're longer and 
the print doesn't blacken your 
fingers. 
Not that a bit of technical 
legerdemain is out of the quest-
ion. Van Herk constructs her 
fiction in three time periods: 
her heroine's childhood, her 
p~riod of rebellion in the Big 
Ctty, and her present on the pig 
farm. The three come and go as 
the author pleases, phasing in 
and out of Judith's conscious-
ness . The dist:nctions, how-
ever, remain cleat. The reader, 
if he or she is watching the 
catchwords, is never disorient-
ed. The childhood scenes are 
betokened by the words ''J u-
dy" and "Daddy"; the city 
sequence is featured by ''J ud-
ith" and "fingernails", usually 
crimson and sinful; the present 
has "pigs" and "blue-jeans" . 
Tidy! 
Next I would recommend that 
you come from the sticks, and if 
you have the misfortune to have 
been born and raised in Toron-
to, that you invent a past 
involving rural landscapes and 
life with the earth at your feet. 
Cana~ians are a natural people. 
They remember their roots . 
Their feet are made of loam and 
steel-toed workboots. Van 
Herk treats city life with total 
disdain, as well she should. We 
learn that when women enter 
the city they learn to paint 
themselves and to dissemble, 
that their fingernails become 
blood-stained talons, that their 
hands get white and soft where 
they are not razor-shredded by 
papercuts, that they suffer such 
hideous fates as being present-
ed with MGs for their birthdays 
(a sullied gift from the lecher- , 
ous but overmastering and 
handsome man for whom all 
women seem ·to work) an? the>:: 
grow cigarette-mucoused, and 
gradually pear-shaped. 
Only the pig farm and a 
return to the ghostly image of 
Daddy will save poor Judith. 
Daddy was the best goidurned 
pig farmer 'tween here and 
· Norborg but he had to give up 
the farm cause his daughter 
abandonned him for the soft 
luxuriance of City Living. And 
then the poor noble old bent 
and broken codger went and 
died, while wasting away · in 
some bungalow retirement 
home. Judith has to make 
amends, which means leaving 
the strong, brown but manicur-
ed hands of her boss-lover to 
buy some dank back forty and 
start raising up a brood of pigs. 
Animals are also important. 
·As Canadians are so natural 
they have an automatic rapport 
with beasts. We all know what 
Marian Engle did for her career 
by making it with a bear, and 
now van Herk has taught us the 
joys of pork. Her pigs are all 
female, all musky, and all 
pregnant. One by one they give 
birth to squealing piglets and 
are named (I'll leave the signifi-
cance of that to your ima-gina-
tions) . Their names are Marie-
Antoinette, Josephine, Circe, 
Lilith .. .It is all ve~y significant. 
Cynical parenthesis. I was 
once told .by a power-that-was 
at Harlequin Books that their 
best-selling items were those 
which featured animals . One 
lady from New Zealand had 
made them and herself a fort-
une by writing an endless series 
of identical romances featuring 
sheep farms. This is a fact not 
unkown in the publishing in-
dustry). 
Modica of sex and violence in the Rye seriously · I hop 
are essential, but neither has to anyway). Women still hav 
be overt. Van Herk's encount-
ers between men and women 
are replete with ice-flecked 
eyes, cold steely glances , over-
mastering hands, and heroines 
who crumple and bend. If the 
lady weren't a Canadian, and 
therefore a prude, she might 
have a future as Rosemary 
Rogers, the attitudes of the two 
towards sex aren't far apart. 
Judith is still searching for the 
~an who is physically powerful, 
mtellectually absent, arid just 
like Daddy. 
Violence comes in two variet-. 
ies. The first is the heroine's 
against her oppressors . Judith 
manages to fight off a gang of 
insulting barflies all by herself, 
those nineteenth century novels 
to write. They have to form a 
consciousness. This is a good 
thing in many way:;. Women 
cap write novels in which 
content is the most important 
element, as serious male wri-
ters cannot. It can, however, 
lead to simplifications and sche-
mat which make one wince. 
Judith has to get back to 
Daddy, and she must discover a 
true man; the one man who may 
ignite her latent womanliness. 
She must make her first woman 
friend (her mother-in-law-to-
_be) and she must reunite her-
·self with the universal female 
principle as embodied by the 
pregnant pigs. 
in a sequence which calls to And, brave young woman, 
. mind any number of children's she does it all. She finally beds 
books in which the picked-upon her Jim (at her volition, . he is 
kid finally gets to horsewhip all totally in awe) and can watch 
the bullies in his ot: her class . the boar she has purchased 
The second variety is more mount one of her significantly 
subtle and scientific. It is a named sows and laugh with her 
controlled violence, pitting the woman friend about the limited 
will against conventions and usefulness of men. Out of the 
queasiness . It is the rite of kitchen and into the locker 
passage, the gaffing of the. room. 
pike! th~ slaying of the . bull, , I'm not sure if any of this is a 
and m thts case the castratton ohhelp to aspiring writers of 
the we~nlings, whj.ch, of cour- fiction. I suspect that no 
se, Judtth manages while her : amount of cynicism and accuity 
man-to-be heads off to retch could match a book like van 
somewhere in t~e distance. Herk's. One had hoped that· 
. . . . she'd been shamming but the 
W_htch _bnngs us . t? the hnal very clumsiness of the prose at 
quahficatton-for wntmg a . moments of high meaning gives 
$50,000 no:-ei. <?ne has t~ be the game away. My · best 
fet?ale . Like bemg Canadt_an, guess is that, if you're outiag- · 
bemg female allows ~he wnter ed, or even vaguely irritated, by 
to for:get about te~hmque, and this review you have a chance; 
about the twentteth ce~t~ry if you've been nodding along 
(n?t that me_n are above wnttng. you might as well spend your 
;rhtrd rate btldungsramans, but typing time on applications to 
then no one really takes Catcher Manafacturers Life. 
RICHMOND DANCE 
live music by JUKE 
nov. 24 at the 





The Shrum Bowl SFU and 
UBC fight it out on the 
gridiron for charity. Saturday 
Nov. 25, 8 pm Empire Stad-
ium . $5 and $3. 
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EVENTS 
If you want to know what is going on at 
Douglas College, ask us. Better yet 
if you know what is going on, tell us. 
Phone 525-8684 or 525-3830 
"Dance around The World" 
Ethnic dancing at the Surrey 
Arts Centre. It's free! 
Women in the Middle Guest 
speakers and an NFB film . 
Sat. Nov. 25 at Douglas Col-
lege, 600 )science) Building 
Don McLean In concert at 
the Orpheum . Tues . Nov. 
21 . Singer of "American 
Pie" and "Vincent" and 
others. 
TRI-ED VISIT 
The Vancouver Vocal Quartet New. West . campus. 9:30 
An evening of duets, trios and am-4:45 pm . 
On Wednesday, Novem-
ber 22nd, 1978 Faculty of 
Education Advisors from 
U .B.C., S.F.U . and U . of 
Victoria will meet with stu-
dents at the Surrey campus 
quartets by Purcell; Handel; 
Haydn; Brahms . Sat. Nov. 25, 
8 pm . Unitarian Church $2.50 
at the door. 
Criminology Dinner and Dan-
ce "Carnoustic Golf Club" 
(formerly Poco Valley Golf 
Club) Nov. 25, 6:30-1:00 am. 
$9.25 
The Canada/China Friendship 
association presents an even-
ing of discussion on recent 
developments in China, with a 
panel of Candaians who have 
lived in China, some of whom 
have re~ently returned from 
there 
Friday Nov. 24th 8 p .m. 
Britannia Community Centre 
. . 1661 Napier, Vancouver. 
The Other Press will be do~ng {above library) . 
a students' poetry supplement 
in about a month. If you have 
any work you would like 
considered, please submit yo-
ur manuscripts thru inter-ca-
mpus mail. 
c/o Leona Gom 
Surrey campu~ 
Siddha Yoga An introductory 
program in which "everyone 
wlecomed with great love." 
Room 308 Richmond campus, 
Friday Nov . 24, 7:20pm . 
The Shirley MacLaine Show from 10 am to 11 :30 am in 
An award-winning show at Room 407 cd (the 4 room 
the Queen Elizabeth Theat- . 
re Dec . 12-17. Tickets at all complex) Appointments 
Vancouver ticket outlets . may be _made thr~ug _h the 
Red Riding Hood . Present-
ed by the West Vancouver 
Little Theatre. Inglewood 
Theatre, North Vancouver . 
Dec . 9, 10, 16, 17 2 pm and 
4 pm. 
counselling recept1on1st or 
just drop in . 
They will meet with stu-
dents at the New Westmin-
ster campus in the counsel-
ling Office from 2 pm to 4 
pm . 
SFU Student Dancers In 
concert at the SFU Theatre 
Nov . 23-25 8 pm . another 
freebie . 
Douglas College Chorus 
Presents "Magnificat! ' and " The Female Offender " An 
Christmas Carols . Sun . international symposium by 
Dec 3 and Tues . Dec . 5 at the Department of Criminal-
the Christian Reformed Ch- ogy and Continuing Studies 
urch, Burnaby . 8 pm $2 . SFU . Jan 29-Feb . 2, 1979. 
GOLD 
CHAINS 
\OK 14K 18K 
$1 ) .00- $500 .00 
Low Prices 
(We beat the competition) 
20% Discount 
ith this coup_on 
AI and Sandy -
Surrey Coin and 
Stamp 
13567 King George Hwy . 
Surrey. B. C . 
585- .~551- 588-1511 
Quick, look over here! 
Come to an-Other Pub Nite 
New West Campus 4-8 pm 
Friday, Nov. 24 
The punk rock band 
ohnny Gangrene and the Festering Stump 
will not be performing 
Instead, the members of the Other Press will present 
their version of 
"The Texas Chain Saw Massacre" 
